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Visiting the many museums, you will see displays which pay homage to the
four main ethnic groups whose forefathers are responsible for the creation of
Singapore, namely the Chinese, Malay (the only indigenous ethnic group), lndian
and Eurasian. Most people are familiar with some of the identity and cultures of
the Chinese, Malay and lndian people here, perhaps as they all have homelands
elsewhere so there is strong evidence of their ways of life, but less people are
familiar with the community of Eurasians, their peop.le and culture.
Whereas today, "Eurasian" might refer to anyone of mixed European/Asian blood,
in this part of Asia it historically means those of mixed European/Asian blood able
to trace their ancestry to the first eolonists who came to Malaya from Europe
in around the 17OOs. Such people tended to then intermarry within their ethnic

community which thus developed
from both sides of their ancestry.

a unique cultural identity with components

My mother, a Eurasian in this historical context, died nearly 5 years ago and since

then I have felt the need to find out more about that side of my family history
both for myself and to preserve it for my children and future generations. That
was how I stumbled across a small but greatly informative exhibition dedicated
to the Eurasians at the Eurasian Community House on Ceylon Road in Joo Chiat.

That chance visit certainly offered me the opportunity to delve deeper into my
background, but for others it is well wofth a visit to find out more about the origins
and traditions of the Eurasian people.
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On the ground floor of the building is an exhibition explaining how the Eurasian
community originated. A map traces the European forefathers coming from
countries like Portugal and Holland to places such as Malacca and Penang in
Malaysia, as well as to parts of lndia. This accounts for the fact that Eurasians
are not homogenous ethnically, and differ culturally according to their homeland.
The exhibition on the ground floor also explains some of the cultural features and
traditions of Eurasians and celebrates the successes of prominent Eurasians past
and present in Singapore.
Unbeknown to many, the Eurasians had a very distinct experience to that of other

ethnic groups in Singapore during World War 2, This previously ur,told social
history is housed in an exhibition on the foutlh floor and is for me the most
interesting part of a visit to the Community House. Previously, the story of the
.1939
Eurasians in the
to 1945 period had only been documented in a somewhat
ad hoc way. The Eurasian Association researchers are all volunteers passionately
interested in unearthing their history and have done a tremendous job unravelling
a mass of primary sources, including oral histories recorded in the 19BOs and
stored in the National Archives, journals, personal artefacts and photos, to put
together a vivid picture of what it was like to be Eurasian in the War.
The Japanese were parlicularly suspicious of the Eurasians, suspecting them of
British sympathies because of their European origins, evident from their looks
and surnames like Stewart and DeWitt. Of the volunteer companies within the
British army in Singapore, the men in the Eurasian Companies were the only
non-Westerners interned in Changi, trom where a number also ended up on
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the Siam-Burma railway. Fortunately, some Eurasian volunteer companies had
been advised by their British superiors to burn their army uniforms and blend
into the local population as Singapore fell, though many were stilltracked down
by the dreaded Kempetai (the Japanese military police). others, however, did
manage to assimilate back into society and it is their distinct story which is so
"l
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different and fascinating.
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lnterestingly enough, a Japanese civilian officer is centralto the course the lives of
these Eurasians took during the war. Mamoru Shinozaki, often described as the
'Japanese Schindle/', had been in Singapore before the war. Once war started
he was interned by the British, subsequently to be released by the Japanese
after the fall of Singapore. As part of his official capacity, he was responsible for
setting up ethnic community associations such aS the Synon Eurasian Welfare
Assoc-iation which, while officially aiding communication between the Eurasians
and the Japanese, also allowed him to monitor the well-being of the community
and help where possible. His biggest initiative was to set up a community of
Eurasrans in a place called Bahau in the heart of the Malayan jungle in Negri
aimed at giving Eurasians a chance to
, Sembilan, its inception in late 1943
move to safety away from the watchful eye of the Kempetai in singapore.
The downsidewas, however, that Bahau was in very inhospitableterrain: isolated,
low-lying swampland surrounded by thick jungle. Malaria flourished but growing

produce did not. official propaganda painted it as an idyllic country getaway,
which encouraged batch after batch of Eurasians to apply for permission to
leave Singapore for Bahau, but reality was far from this image.
The journey to Bahau from Singapore took nearly 18 hours by train, followed by
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a lorry ride. Eurasian men had been sent on ahead to clear the land and build
temporary communal billets in longhouses, then each family was charged with
building their own 'hut', usually similar in style to a longhouse with communal
bedrooms and a kitchen-cum-verandah running along the length of the building.
New residents were meant to be given 6 months' rations of rice and Small lumps
of pork fat floating in water but this barely lasted for a month of frugal eating.
From then on the main staple was yam. There was little medical equipment and
supplies, and patients invariably died from 'non-treatment'.
It is estimated that over 25% of the 2000 Eurasians interned in Bahau
died, but it is difficult to know how many lives were saved because of
it. Sadly there is no official documentation to remember the suflering
of the Bahau internees, and redressing this travesty is I think the
greatest feat of the Eurasian Association researchers. They have used
sketch maps left by survivors which have been corroborated by oral
descriptions of the camp and its environs by other survivors and, by
aligning these references to a ordinance survey type map of the area,
they have made an amazing topical relief model of what the camp
,,, would have looked like.

story of Eurasians, this heritage
centre also has a valuable role in preserving Eurasian history and
way of life for its own community. Many Eurasians today, instead of
1,,
il marrying within their communities, are marrying people from other
and external to Singapore, thus diluting
",,, communities both within
'l the impact of Eurasian culture and, even where both parents are
Eurasian, their children are increasingly growing up with a stronger
national than cultural allegiance.

1t,,, Apart from telling the wartime
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lf you are interested in finding out more about the Eurasian Community and their
wartime story visit the Eurasian Association online at www.eurasians.org or visit
the Community House. You can cap the experience with a meal at Quentin's
Eurasian restaurant there too.

